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better analytics, 
better buildings

Go beyond fault detection and diagnotics with 
continuous and actionable analytics that keep 
you ahead of the problems in your buildings.

Get to the point faster.
onPoint Insights are dynamic, multi-layered messages that outline the problem and point you toward 
a reasonable solution so you can start showing results faster and more efficiently.

Find help when you need it.
onPoint’s Support Portal is always open for you and your team to submit issues and track resolutions 
across your portfolio.

Show results clearly and consistently.
Use automated reports to give management clear, data-driven updates on the progress you’re 
making toward energy efficiency goals, comfort standards and equipment maintenance.

Take Insights on the go.
When you’re working in the field, use onPoint and navigate directly to any piece of equipment to 
check its operational history, troubleshoot issues and write notes for tracking or reporting.

onPoint is cloud-based analytics that 
enable building operators, contractors and 
owners to stay on top of the most valuable 

aspects of their portfolios. 

With a focus on occupant comfort and health, 
system-wide energy use and ongoing 

operations, onPoint is a comprehensive 
building analytics package that delivers 

better, more reliable data.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

Insights 
Equipment doesn’t operate in a vacuum and neither 
should your analytics. onPoint Professional presents 
equipment issues dynamically based on the intricate 
relationships between systems, equipment and spaces.

Data Tagging and Modeling
Unlike black-box analytics solutions, onPoint is built on an open data modeling standard, the back-end is 
fully configurable for teams with programming expertise and your data is yours, always.

Mobile Interface
A major benefit for service teams and facility 
engineers, onPoint is mobile first so the interface 
stays consistent across devices, from the cloud to 
the field and anywhere in between.

IT Connections
Deploy onPoint in minutes and keep your IT team 
happy in the process. Our onboarding starts with a 
one-page information sheet and ends with a secure 
connection for safe, reliable data sharing.

Custom Rules
onPoint comes complete with an extensive rule 
library developed by our mechanical engineers 
and building scientists. As an open platform, 
onPoint also makes it possible for users to write 
their own rules directly in the back-end or in 
collaboration with our team of building experts.
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Command and Control
Analytics are only as good as the action they initiate. 
With onPoint Enterprise, you can monitor equipment 
operation and adjust setpoints, clear overrides, 
schedule operations and pinpoint issues.
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Three ways to manage your buildings better 
with analytics that expand as your systems grow.

Professional

OPTIMIZE OPERATIONS
onPoint Managed Rule Library

- HVAC
- Energy
- Lighting
- Indoor Environmental Quality

onPoint Support Portal

Command and control your BMS

Single sign-on
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* Contact us for pricing on expandable features and services such as consultations and custom rules.

Enterprise
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Healthy  
Buildings
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CUSTOMIZE
Developer APIs to extend onPoint

Custom Rules*

Custom UI Widgets

SkySpark Training

TRACK ISSUES, TAKE ACTION
onPoint Insights

- Manage Niagara 4 Alarms
- Acknowledge Alarms, Sparks, Insights
- Add notes to individual Insights
- Utilize machine learning algorithms

onPoint Reports
- Configure distribution lists and schedules
- Compile report sections in any combo
- Customize with company branding
- Add custom report sections

Mobile-friendly user interface

Integrations
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HubSpot, 
SkySpark
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HubSpot, Belimo 
Cloud, 

Niagara 4, SkySpark
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Includes Professional 
integrations and up to 
5 additional systems
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2 students/year (virtual)


